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Abstract. The purpose is to study the effect of microstructure defects of 
initiating explosives on the process of initiating detonation by a laser 
monopulse. The results of experimental studies and physico-mathematical 
modeling of the effect of microstructural defects in crystals of 
photosensitive initiating explosives under the action of a single laser pulse 
are given. The paper covers a brief analysis of the history of the issue 
being studied and physico-mathematical modeling using the theory of 
elastic scattering, i.e. Gustav Mie theory. The technique for determining 
the absorption cross section of laser radiation by micro-sized inclusions of 
explosive has been developed and tested. In experiments on explosives 
ignition using a laser monopulse, the laser monopulse shape was recorded, 
the energy distribution over the laser beam radius and the explosive 
ignition delay time were controlled. The basis is the proposed method of 
calculating the absorption cross section and intensity in terms of the laser 
radiation wavelength by the inclusion of an explosive with using the theory 
of elastic scattering of optical radiation on particles in micrometer size 
range. It is shown that the absorption properties of the particle essentially 
depend on the properties of the particle medium and the wavelength of 
radiation. For smoke particle within PETN the absorption for wavelength 
of laser radiation of 1.06 μm is stronger than for that of 0.69 μm. 
A different absorption occurs if a lead particle is within a lead azide: 
absorption for wavelength of 0.69 μm is twice as strong as for wavelength 
of 1.06 μm. During the manufacture of explosives the additional defects in 
the explosives microstructure are desired to be created to increase the 
efficiency of laser initiation. Findings are used in the development of 
technical specifications for the design of optical detonators for laser 
initiation systems. 

1 Introduction 
In the mining industry, explosive energy utilization is one of the most common methods for 
the rock destruction and an integral part of the technological process of mining. As a rule, 
for effective destruction of rocks and improve the blasting safety, various designs of 
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borehole and blast-hole charges as well as explosives with new formulations that provide 
the minimum yield of harmful gases in detonation products are used. However, at the same 
time, two methods of blasting charges dominate: non-electric one (NONEL type), which is 
used for the open-cast mining, and electric method is mainly used in coal mines. While 
there are continuous improvements in those areas, then no changes occur in the use of 
primary initiating explosives. It is the primary explosives in blasting supplies and the 
presence of high-energy components in the firing circuit that determine the safety level of 
any system for initiating explosive charges. 

High energy indicators of advanced explosives for borehole and blasthole charges are 
characterized by stable operational, explosive, chemical and physical indicators and, in 
general, utterly meet the practical requirements. 

Thus, the problem lies in the primary initiating explosives, characterized by high 
sensitivity to external physical influences, low level of safety in the manufacture, storage 
and use. Some gases in the detonation products of primary explosives are harmful, have a 
significant negative effects on the environment and the human body. Large-scale blasting 
increase adverse impact. 

The switch to the exploitation of advanced initiating explosive charges, such as laser 
initiation, for example, will provide a high level of safety, high accuracy of short-delayed 
blasting and absolute resistance to external electromagnetic effects. New explosives 
equipped with primary photosensitive explosive composites can provide such a leap in 
technological capabilities. 

Transparency for laser radiation is one of the most important physical properties of 
initiating explosives in research. Some regularities of laser radiation to transparent 
dielectrics interaction occur upon explosives exposure to light [1 – 3]. 

A typical effect of the laser pulse on transparent substances is the material destruction 
with resulting cracks and cavities. It has been established that crystal defects and inclusions 
are responsible for the destruction of commonly used optical materials. The presence of 
vacancy clusters, impurities, dislocations in the dielectric crystal lattice significantly 
disturbs the band structure, which leads to focal substance heating and its destruction. The 
influence of structural defects on substance destruction confirms that the threshold for 
surface damage is lower than that for the bulk damage. The structure of the substance 
surface layer has a significantly higher defect density in comparison with the crystal 
volume [4]. According to [4] the surface layer defects have a size of 3 to 5 μm and the 
absorption index is about 102 cm–1. 

Studies of the defective structure of glass, ruby and other transparent dielectrics were 
carried out using the light scattering and electronic microscopy methods. The method of 
ultramicroscopy using a He-He-laser [5] made it possible to detect highly scattering areas 
of ~100 nm and decorated block boundaries of ~70 nm. The evaluations given in work [6] 
show that the absorption index of these inclusions is of the order of 104 cm–1. 

Investigations of the absorbing inclusion characteristics using a nonlinear scattering 
showed that in purified glass the size of inclusions is 0.2–0.3 µm and the absorption index 
is 8·102 см–1 [3]. The analysis of the experimental results of the polymers laser destruction 
found that the absorption index of optical microscopic inhomogeneities is in the range of 
102 – 103 cm-1 [7]. A specific mechanism for generation of absorbing inclusions in a 
dielectric matrix is proposed in work [8]. 

The authors of the cited papers refer the presence of inclusions like smoke and metal 
particles in polymers [9] and explosives like TNT, hexogen and octogen [10] – to 
atmospheric aerosols entering the material; their sizes make a value of 10–5 – 10–4 cm [11]. 

Works [12 – 14] show that the silver azides and lead azides, when exposed to radiation 
by a flow of electrons, ultraviolet radiation, heating or pressing – are partially decomposed 
to generate the metallic nuclei. According to [1], the size of the nuclei can reach ~10–5 cm. 
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Lead styphnate have been examined by optical microscopy [15]. It is shown that this 
substance contains inclusions of 1 – 10 µm size, which concentrations amount to 
2.5·106 cm–3. According to the evaluations given in the work, the absorption index of these 
inclusions is of the order of 4·103 cm–1. 

Thus, the experimental data presented show that the commonly used transparent 
substances, including explosives, are optically inhomogeneous materials. Moreover, the 
nature of microinhomogeneities is determined both by the physical characteristics of this 
substance and the method of its preparation. 

In the 1960s of the last century, the phenomenon of ignition of explosives by laser 
radiation was experimentally found, the history of which and its physical characteristics are 
described, for example, in [16 – 19]. Studies of the initiation of detonation were carried out 
using standard initiating explosives. The most attention was paid to lead trinitroresorcinate 
(TNRS), lead azide and silver azide [20 – 22]; among the secondary explosives, the 
pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) [23 – 25] have been thoroughly studied and is being 
studied, while hexogen and octogen – to a lesser extent. 

Works [26 – 27] studied respectively the illumination pattern in a volume of explosive 
and the effect of absorbing impurities on the explosives ignition mechanism, with paying 
attention to the problems of kinetics and the explosives decomposition mechanism [28]. 
Based on the modern concept, within which the requirements for primary explosives [18] 
are imposed, no new properties could be found. Primary explosives were extremely 
sensitive to mechanical and thermal effects, dangerous to handle, and were characterized by 
low power. For these reasons their use in laser systems was inappropriate. To create a new 
initiation system, primary explosives with high photosensitivity were required [17, 18]. In 
addition, new generations of technologies in mechanical engineering, space industry, 
geophysics and mining required the new technical means and materials to ensure entirely 
efficient and safe materials treatment by explosion [29 – 33]. 

Since the results of study of standard initiating explosives did not comply with the 
physico-technical characteristics and energy considerations, Prof. M. Ilyushin and his 
colleagues synthesized a series of photosensitive energy-saturated composites, i.e. primary 
explosives of a new class [34 – 36] for laser system initiating devices [37, 38]. The need for 
such studies is caused by the creation of relatively safe to handle (with PETN sensitivity) 
primary initiating explosives. 

Currently the laser initiation of explosive charges is used at the enterprises of the 
machine-building and mining and metals sector, in the pyroautomatics of spacecraft, 
vehicles and other equipment [16-19]. The requirement for good practice is to create a 
precision and the most reliable initiation system which is safe to any external 
electromagnetic influences and surpasses the functionality of famous world patterns [37]. 
Of particular importance are the studies to create such initiation systems that can be used 
most effectively to conduct mass explosions in underground mining of coal and shale [39]. 
Achievement of this result will be possible in case of the synthesis of primary explosives, 
characterized by high photosensitivity, power, relative safe handling and sensitivity to 
thermal and various mechanical effects. 

The relevance of the research is to study the physical processes occurring during laser 
heating of optical microinhomogeneities (defects of the crystal microstructure, impurities) 
to substantiate the mathematical model of focal ignition of composites which are 
photosensitive to laser initiation and to design new explosives for laser initiation systems. 

The purpose of the study is the development and testing of a method for determining the 
absorption cross section of laser radiation by micro-size inclusion, taking into account the 
theory of elastic scattering of optical radiation on spherical particles in micrometer size 
range. 
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2 Research methods 
Experimental studies were conducted using the technique described in [38]. A neodymium 
laser with a wavelength of 1.06 μm was used as well as a ruby laser with a wavelength of 
0.69 μm generating a monopulse (design of the Dnipro University of Technology [37]). 
Samples of lead azide, phlegmatized with 20% addition of polymethyl methacrylate, and 
synthesized photosensitive explosive composites were used as energy-saturated materials. 
Properties of synthesized photosensitive explosive composites were studied in [34, 35]. 

When conducting theoretical studies, a complete solution of Maxwell's equations was 
used to determine the regularities of scattering of electromagnetic waves on spherical 
particles i.e. the Mie theory. 

The shape of the laser pulse is shown in Fig. 1. The characteristic time of the pulse rise 
and fall is 10-10 s. The signal from the photodiode was recorded with a Tektronix SCD1000 
oscilloscope. The maximum input frequency is 1 GHz; the laser full width at half intensity 
is Dt = 10.99707 ns. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Laser monopulse shape. Laser beam diameter – 2.34 mm. 

 
When determining explosion delay time relative to a laser pulse in the course of the 

experiments, a single photodiode was used, which recorded both a laser pulse and a light 
pulse from the products of explosion. A typical oscillogram is shown in Fig. 2. 

The first peak on the left corresponds to laser pulse, and the second peak on the right 
corresponds to the maximum of light radiation from the products of explosion. When using 
a dual-channel record scheme by means of two photodiodes, the results were similar.  

Fig. 3 shows the peculiarities of energy distribution along laser beam radius using 
Silicon Camera (Model LBA-100F). 
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Fig. 2 Oscillogram of record of ignition delay time of ВаNClO3 + 10% PMVT-ЗM relative to a laser 
pulse. Detonation initiation delay is 31 µs. 

a 

 

b 

 
Fig. 3. Example of distribution of energy density over the cross section of a laser beam (beam 
diameter is 2.35 mm). 

3 Research results and their discussion 
To solve the problem of laser initiation of explosive charges, first of all, it is necessary to 
determine the temperature fields in the inclusion-matrix system, the calculation accuracy of 
which is determined by the correct setting of the rate of energy release in the absorbing 
inclusion. For this, it is necessary to set the value of the absorption cross-section accurately 
enough. The solution of this question, in our opinion, is possible within the framework of 
the theory of light scattering by a spherical particle developed by Gustav Mie (Mie theory) 
[40, 41]. 

According to this theory, the radiation scattered by a particle is represented by 
superposition of fields – multipoles induced by an incident wave in the particle. 
Mathematically, this is expressed by a convergent series of oscillating functions depending 
on the diffraction parameter: 
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λ
π 02 rx = , 

and complex refractive index of m = n – iæ. 
Where r0 is a particle radius, m and æ are refractive and attenuation indices at laser 
radiation wavelength λ. 

It is convenient to carry out calculations not for cross-sections, but for their 
dimensionless analogs that is efficiencies of the corresponding processes: 

g
Q

σ
σ= , 

where σ is process cross-section, σg = πr2 is geometrical cross-section for a spherical 
particle. These series are as follows [41]: 
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The dependence of Q on x and m lies in special functions az(x, m) and bz(x, m) which are 
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Where y = mx; a stroke denotes the derivative with respect to the corresponding 
argument, ϕz and ξz are Ricatti-Bossel functions, defined by the recurrence relations [42]  
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Functions ϕz and ξz has the following property: ϕz(x) = Reξz(x) for real х. 
The first two values of the function required to apply recurrent formulas (4), (5) are as 

follows: 
( )0 sin cos ;W x x i x= +  ( )1 cos sin .W x xi i x− = +  

The use of recurrent formulas for calculating az and bz leads to a number of difficulties 
noted in [43], namely, there is an accumulation of errors when calculating decreasing 
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functions, which entails obtaining “correct” but physically meaningless results (the 
scattering cross section becomes larger than the attenuation cross section). The literature 
describes methods to avoid this. They are based on the use of continued fractions, or on the 
application to calculate the real and imaginary parts of ξ, for two different recurrent 
formulas [44]. As the results of our software implementation show, their use is justified in 
calculations for very large ones. 

Following the method proposed in [41], we introduce a logarithmic derivative: 
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Using (5), we obtain a recurrence formula 
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From (5) and (6) we obtain the initial value D0 = ctgy and the asymptotic value for large 
|y|: D0 ≈ 0 + i. 

From (3), applying (4), (5) and (7), we obtain expressions for Mie coefficients [40]: 
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A computer program was developed to calculate these coefficients and efficiencies. In 
order to avoid the accumulation of errors noted above, variables of double precision were 
consistently used, so the difficulties noted by Dayrmendzhan did not appear even with 
relatively large particle sizes (x ~ 200 µm). The summation in series (1), (2) was carried out 
till: 
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At ε = 10–4 it was necessary to take into account z ≅ x = 10 terms of series. 
For particles in a material medium, the value of m has the meaning of the relative 

complex refractive index m = m0/n0, where n0 is the value of the refractive index averaged 
over optical axes. 

This method is used in calculations of current research to determine cross section of 
absorption of metallic inclusions found in metal azides, as well as absorption cross section 
of a soot particle in PETN at wavelengths of 0.69 and 1.06 microns. 

For a lead particle  

m0 = 1.19 – 2.15i, λ = 0.6 μm, 

m0 = 0.86 – 3.33i, λ = 1.06 μm. 

For a soot particle 

m0 = 1.28 – 0.41i, λ = 0.69 μm, 

m0 = 2.5 – i, λ = 1.06 μm, [29]. 

For lead azide n0 =1.85, for PETN n0 =1.6 [44]. 
Figs. 4 and 5 show the results of calculations of dependence of absorption efficiency 

(dependence of absorption cross section) on the diffraction parameters of soot and lead 
particles, respectively, in the air and in the explosive matrix, when exposed to radiation of 
neodymium and ruby lasers. 
 

  
Fig. 4. Dependence of radiation absorption cross 
section on the diffraction parameter on a soot 
particle: 1 – a particle in PETN, radiation wave 
length of 1.06 µm; 2 – a particle in PETN, 
radiation wavelength of 0.69 µm; 3 – a particle in 
the air. 

Fig. 5. Dependence of radiation absorption cross 
section on the diffraction parameter on a lead 
particle: 1 – a particle in lead azide; radiation 
wavelength of 0.69 µm; 2 – a particle in vacuum; 
radiation wavelength of 1.06 µm; 3 – a particle in 
the air. 

4 Conclusions 
Absorption properties of a particle essentially depend on the properties of the medium in 
which this particle is located, as well as on radiation wavelength. For a soot particle, 
located in PETN, the absorption at a wavelength of laser radiation of 1.06 μm is stronger 
than for radiation with a wavelength of 0.69 μm. A different absorption pattern can be seen 
if a lead particle is in lead azide: absorption at a wavelength of 0.69 μm is twice as strong 
as at a wavelength of 1.06 μm. According to Figs. 4 and 5 the intensity of light absorption 
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by a particle is affected by the electrical conductivity of the containing medium and the 
energy of laser radiation. 

The proposed method of calculating the optical characteristics of microinclusions was 
used to determine absorption cross section in metal azides at the wavelengths of 
neodymium and ruby lasers in order to select the most efficient radiation source for reliable 
initiation of any given primary explosives. When studying the sensitivity of a methane-air 
mixture to ignition, laser initiation was used to initiate safety emulsion explosives of 
4th class in an experimental mine tunnel [45]. The research results are used in the 
development of technical specifications for the design of optical detonators for laser 
initiation systems. 

The authors are grateful to the staff members of Dnipro University of Technology for helpful advice 
and feedback and to the managers of the Pavlograd Chemical Plant for the opportunity to conduct 
experimental research. 
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